
 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GAME CHANGER CUP 

The winner of the Game Changer Cup for game week 19/20 

August is Jadon Leash. He showed amazing tenacity in the 

U19D game against Bishops as he scored 4 goals in their 5-1 

win. Well played Jadon!   

 

 



19/20 August 2022 

U19A v Bishops 

The SACS vs Bishop encounter took place on a rainy Cape Town winter 

evening, but this didn't dampen the spirits of those watching the match, 

nor the player’s eagerness to put on a good contest. SACS, wary of the 

Bishops aerial strengths, started the match by compacting the field and 

restricting the movements of Bishops players. This required discipline 

and the SACS midfield on the evening and they were suitably up to the 

task. The pressure on Bishops resulted in a turnover that Ray Bonnet 

pounced on, and after Josh Opperman and Ozair Pillai linked up with 

passes, the resulting cross left Louis Laureys with an open goal to 

convert into and put SACS 1-0 up. A PC to Bishops a couple of minutes 

later had the SACS fan’s hearts in their mouths when the Bishops 

juggernaut James Flint stepped up to take the drag-flick. Rogan Stirk 

however had other ideas in the SACS goal and produced arguably his 

save of the season to deny Bishops an equaliser. The 2nd quarter saw 

the rain come bucketing down and strong hockey was required to move 

the ball around the sodden field. A couple of PC chances were spilt from 

SACS which should have seen them extend their lead, but poor 

execution let them down. SACS took control of the match in the 2nd half, 

allowing Bishop few chances, and any chances they did get were calmly 

managed by Mike Cowen, Tim Paton and Luke Salters. In the midfield 

Ozair Pillay, Josh Opperman and Finlay Frost closed down the Bishops 

midfield, causing obvious frustration for the opposition. SACS missed a 

golden chance when Louis Laureys just failed to link up with a diving 

Rowan Davis near the end of the match. The result however was secure 

with SACS winning the exciting battle 1-0 on the night. 





 

U19B  

This one will be short and sweet to keep the emotions in check. Heading 

into an away fixture vs Bishops is always going to be a tough match if 

you’re not up for the fight. The game started fast with SACS in the 

ascendency. Plenty chances, plenty short-corners and these missed 

opportunities would come back to haunt us. Quality play didn’t result in 

goals and Bishops snatched one to take a 1-0 lead into halftime. The 

team started the second half poorly and conceded another right from 

pushback to make it a 2-0 deficit, as we pushed for a goal to get us back 

in the game, a third came and with it a massive shock to the system. 

The team fought bravely and got a goal back but Bishops defended for 

their lives. A 3-1 loss vs our rivals and a testament how sport can be 

extremely cruel if you’re not switched on. 

 

U19C 

On a cold and rainy Friday afternoon, the third team faced a well-oiled 
Bishops team who looked eager to win. We were looking to full-press 
their outside backs and beat the press using as many midfield passes as 
possible. 
We started off slowly and were 3-0 down within the first few minutes. We 
were playing 3 at the back and 4 in midfield, and unfortunately our 



midfielders did not provide much cover for our defenders who were left 
exposed and outnumbered. 

We looked to bounce back in the second half and adjusted to four at the 
back, looking far more solid and promising. We won a few short corners 
which David Te Roller nearly put away. Connor Marrow was unlucky up 
front and nearly got on the score sheet a couple of times. In the latter 
part of the match we were linking up nicely and creating good chances, 
which on another day we put away. 
 
We play Wynberg this weekend. The team is looking to train hard and 
bounce back from this disappointing result and look to put on a brave 
display this weekend. 
 

U19D  

The U19D team had a great win against a Bishops team to whom they 

had drawn 1-1 earlier in the season. Jadon Leash remarkably scored 4 

goals with his awareness of space and hunger on the ball. Well done 

chaps, a great effort.   

 

U16A 

On a very cold and wet afternoon, the SACS 16A side continued their 
dominance over the Southern Suburbs and surrounds.  The boys played 
economical, team hockey and came away with a well-deserved 7-0 win 
over Bishops. A key feature of this team’s success is their ability to turn 
defensive moments into attack and really hurt opposition sides that are 
prepared to ‘play ball’. 
  
To Bishops’ credit they came out to win, something that sides have 
stopped doing against us. Their initial pressure was well handled by the 
likes of David Versveld and Kevin Oosthuizen in defense, whilst 
Jeremiah le Roux was able to link up with the likes of Reece Theunis 
and Steph Meyer in midfield. Cohen’s blistering pace was once-more too 
much to handle. The economical play of future doctor Zach Redfern was 
a joy to watch as he surgically played key balls into our dominant 
dribblers – Cole Allam and Nic Paxton. 
  
Connor Vd Schyff aka FIFA 22, scored an absolute blinder, furthering his 
goal tally. According to him this was his 13th goal… These numbers will 



have to be audited by KPMG at the end of the season. Hamish 
Anderson also bullied his way onto the scoresheet. The talented 
cricketer has shone in the second half of the season and been a very 
welcome addition to the setup. 
  
We now look to sign off on a very successful season against Wynberg – 
our toughest opposition this season. The boys will be certainly raring to 
go – I look forward to seeing you all there for our last dance of the 
season! 
 

 

U16B 

The away-leg of our fixture against Bishops was played in cloudy and 

wet conditions. We started the first half of the match well which saw us 

create goal-scoring opportunities but failed to execute the finishing 

touches needed to convert them into goals. The Bishops attack started 

gaining momentum, pressing our defenders hard on the outlet and 

picking up any loose balls they could. We broke the goal deadlock 

through a penalty corner rebound converted by Taine de Bloe just before 

the halftime break. 

Our second goal came off a Regan Wille drag-flick to open the second 

half goal account. Moments later, Nic Oscroft found a gap in their 

defence and took on the last line of defence and calmly put the ball 

passed the goalkeeper to add onto his impressive goal tally. Lesedi 

Moletsane continued his impressive attacking form which has seen him 

score or assist a goal in every goal this season, and ran through the 

Bishops defence and put the ball passed the goalkeeper which saw us 

finish off our bitter rivals 4-0. A good show of excellent team-work. 

 

U16C 

On a cold and rainy Friday on the Brewery, we took on the ever tough 
southern suburbs rivals Bishops. We had an extremely tough week of 
training in the lead up focusing on our counter attacks and goal scoring. 
This clearly paid off in the game with our boys being able to put 7 goals 
past the opposition.  
 



The game started off as any u16C game has done this season, very 
scrappy with plenty double turnovers. The boys did well to compose 
themselves and elegantly elevate thier game.  
 
Our goal scoring machine, James Fourie managed to once again get a 
hatrick to his name through some quality finishes. The first being a 
scintillating drag flick worthy of a "school boy magic" Instagram feature. 
The second was a well worked baseline entry crossed in and a easy 
slap finish from P spot. And lastly, the third was a neatly finished 
rebound off his own flick at a shortie. 
 
Loyiso Booi also found his form on Friday, collecting two classy goals 
and plenty assists. Loyiso has shown tremendous improvement over the 
last two years, starting in the u16E side last year to now being a top 
player in the u16C side. His efforts must be commended. 
 
Matthew Raaf, for possibly the first time ever was actually standing on 
far post and managed to find the net for the first time for the C side with 
a beautiful deflection into the roof of the net. 
 
Ernie Alexopoulos finally worked out where the goals were on his pitch 
GPS and ended us off with a great finish from the left shoulder of the D.  
 
Special mention must go to Thomas Slater for also getting his name on 
the score sheet but unfortunately this was for the wrong team. A goal-
line scrap ended with an elbow tap in from Slater giving Bishops their 
only goal.  
 
The game ended in a 7 - 1 win. This was a dominant performance from 
the boys over a quality rival side in the penultimate game of the season. 
We look forward to taking on Wynberg in the last game of the season. 
 

U16D 

There was no game for the U!6D team this weekend. Bishops do not 

have enough teams to cover this fixture and the opposition who we were 

due to play cancelled. We look forward to seeing this team play next 

week against Wynberg.  

 

 



U16E  

The U16E side faced Rhodes High A team in the pouring rain. The 

Rhodes team were a force to be reckoned with and at half time, the 

score was 1-1. SACS stepped up their attack and managed to secure a 

3-1 win. Special mention can be given to Luke Schalkwyk who can be 

commended for his runs up the wing, ensuring that the ball enters the D 

for a shot at goals. 

 

U15A 

On Friday afternoon at the Brewery Astro, the U15A boys took on 

Bishops in cold, wet and rainy conditions. We have been playing well 

recently, and after a disappointing last minute loss against Rondebosch, 

the boys were eager to bounce back against Bishops. We started the 

game off brightly and we were soon 1-0 up thanks to yet another Brett 

short corner. Kyle Jones toiled and weaved through the defence, won a 

short corner and Brett calmly slotted it away. We unfortunately did not 

keep our concentration and allowed Bishops to equalise after some 

valiant defending. The game was a close affair and we were knocking on 

the door to score a winner. Jack Collet had a great drag flick saved and 

Tyler was a constant menace to their defence. We went 2-1 up with 2 

minutes to play, some great link up play saw us get a circle entry, the 

ball bounced around and fell to Mike Mthunzi, who hammered it home 

emphatically. 2-1 up with 1 minute to go, Bishops played down our left, 

got a circle entry and won a short corner. The bishops played held his 

nerve and drag flicked it into the bottom right hand corner. The boys 

were extremely disappointed but we now look to improve in areas we 

can control and play exciting hockey against Wynberg this weekend. 

 

U14A 

Back in May the SACS U14A squeaked a 1-0 win. With this in mind the 

intensity during training was high and with our boys having toured with 

some of the Bishops players on WP duties in July, chatter was high 

about who were the players to look out for.  



It was a balanced start with both teams struggling to string enough 

passes together to really create clear chances inside the D. As the game 

settled though, SACS began to find pockets of space inside the midfield. 

This allowed SACS to connect more fully and as such they began to 

dominate. Scored the first goal before half time. With the rain starting to 

fall SACS keep the passes short and fast and the higher tempo started 

to show. Following a number of unconverted circle entries Matthew 

FAira swept the ball home after a good passage of play down the right 

hand side of the pitch. Shortly after Matthew again knocked the ball in to 

put SACS 3-0 and in command.  

Several players had really outstanding games: Nick Versfeld had a 

tremendous game at the back, having been unwell earlier in the week. 

Ethan October had an outstanding diving save when the score was 1-0 

to ensure Bishops’ hopes were dashed. Murray van der Walt impressed 

with ball carrying and passing on the right of midfield. Chavez Sanger 

scored a cracker for the first goal by driving the ball to the right shoulder 

of the D and hitting it past the GKs right foot.  

One final push against Wynberg this weekend.  

U14B 

The U14B team were fortunate to win 1-0 against a well organised 

Bishops team. I am very pleased to see us become competitive to win 

the 50/50's and not concede however, we must play better hockey. Josh 

Gillett made important saves and Alex Hodgkinson was outstanding in 

the links. Ryan Gilbert scored a wonderfully taken goal.  We hope to play 

well against Wynberg, the strongest team we played in the first term. Mr 

Kraai will need to put plans in place. We go again on Friday. 
 

U14C 

The boys were ready to take on Bishops after a great victory against 

RBHS. Once again SACS showed their quality by taking the game to the 

Bishops boys from the first whistle. A high press from the start put SACS 

on the front foot. After a couple of chances SACS put a couple of goals 

past the Bishops keeper. Two well taken team goals were finished off by 

Ntush Ngqase. SACS was in the lead 3-0 going into the break. After half 

time SACS played some great passing hockey and looked very good. 

Excellent defending from Jordan Caswell and Saeed Dalvie made sure 



we kept a clean sheet. Connor Russell, the SACS goal keeper, showed 

off his quality with great communication and saves. After relentless 

pressure from SACS’s high press, the flood gates opened. Ntush scored 

a hat trick and added another goal for good measure, walking away with 

four goals on the day. A magnificent individual performance! A technical 

one-two between Max Jowell and Konan Delbrook-Jones allowed Konan 

a back stick shot on goal which he perfectly slotted away. James 

Jadrijevich popped up on the score sheet with an easy tap in on the far 

post. The final scored was 6-0. An overall spectacular performance from 

SACS U14C. Massive improvements have been make individually and 

as a team. On to the next! 

 

U14D 

 

The U14D team had a great win 4-1. They showed teamwork in offence 



and dogged determination in defence. The progress this team is making 

is superb! Well done everyone!  


